We would also like to announce that our wonderful audiologist, Sue Sherman, is changing her focus within our practice and will be running our Hearing Healthcare Education Program. Due to this transition, Sue will no longer be seeing patients one-on-one. It has been her pleasure caring for her patients over the past 31 years. She is excited and looks forward to this new opportunity in her career.

Our Hearing Healthcare Education Program is a one-time 90-minute complimentary class that provides guidance to patients diagnosed with hearing loss on how to navigate the path to better hearing. By attending this class, our patients gain a thorough understanding of the nature of hearing loss and how to maximize their hearing potential.

If you haven’t already attended this class, please give us a call to reserve your spot. (847) 674-5585

Office News

We are excited to introduce the newest addition to our staff, Liz Sachs. Liz joined our practice in May 2017 as a patient care coordinator. She received her Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and then moved to Chicago to complete her Master of Arts degree in Counseling Psychology from Loyola University. Following graduation, Liz worked as a mental health professional and holds a special certification in drug and alcohol counseling. She has several responsibilities at Hearing Professionals of Illinois including, but not limited to, communication with our patients through scheduling and appointment confirmation, assisting with special projects and keeping our Libertyville office organized and running smoothly.

We would also like to announce that our wonderful audiologist, Sue Sherman, is changing her focus within our practice and will be running our Hearing Healthcare Education Program. Due to this transition, Sue will no longer be seeing patients one-on-one. It has been her pleasure caring for her patients over the past 31 years. She is excited and looks forward to this new opportunity in her career.

Our Hearing Healthcare Education Program is a one-time 90-minute complimentary class that provides guidance to patients diagnosed with hearing loss on how to navigate the path to better hearing. By attending this class, our patients gain a thorough understanding of the nature of hearing loss and how to maximize their hearing potential.

If you haven’t already attended this class, please give us a call to reserve your spot. (847) 674-5585

For all of your hearing healthcare needs, we are “HEAR” for you.
Stream phone calls wirelessly to your ears – many new hearing aids let you talk and listen on your smartphone without even holding the phone.

1. Control hearing aid volume and settings via your smartphone – you can adjust the volume and switch programs easily from an app on your phone.

2. Rechargeability – finally you can free yourself from the hassles of buying and changing batteries. Just insert the hearing aids into an easy-to-use charging unit at night.

3. Adjust to the sounds in your busy life – automatically adapts to ever-changing environments, allowing for improved speech understanding in noisy environments.

4. Provide relief from tinnitus – offset the annoying ringing in your ears with soothing sounds customized for you.

5. Stream music and videos – wirelessly to your ears – many new hearing aids act as headphones for your smartphone, minus the wires.

6. Rechargeability – finally you can free yourself from the hassles of buying and changing batteries. Just insert the hearing aids into an easy-to-use charging unit at night.

7. Stream music and videos – wirelessly to your ears – many new hearing aids act as headphones for your smartphone, minus the wires.

Give yourself the gift of better hearing

If you have flexible spending dollars to use before the end of the year, or you are considering upgrading to brand-new technology, now is the perfect time to schedule an appointment. Contact us today at (847) 674-5585

We sincerely thank you for choosing Hearing Professionals of Illinois. We wish you a very healthy and happy holiday season!

Now Hear This

If you are experiencing difficulties with your hearing, you should seek guidance from an audiologist who has the medical knowledge and experience to guide you in taking the next steps.

Hearing loss is a medical issue that should be addressed in a medically-based environment rather than a retail setting.

The reason is simple: there are many different factors that contribute to hearing loss, and unless you know the causes of yours, you could inadvertently be ignoring a serious health issue.

Sometimes, hearing loss is the result of something fairly innocuous such as impacted earwax, which is easily treatable. “At the other end of the spectrum,” says Dr. Eric Mann, clinical deputy director of the FDA’s division of ophthalmic and ear, nose and throat devices, “it could be something as serious as a tumor pressing on the hearing nerve.” You’ll want a qualified doctor to rule out any potentially serious conditions before investing in hearing aids.

If you have a hearing loss as the result of aging or noise exposure, hearing aids may be the recommended solution. If so, it is best to see a hearing care professional experienced in fitting and programming hearing aids. Today’s hearing devices are available in so many styles, and often include a wide array of options and accessories. You will appreciate the knowledge and expertise of an audiologist when it comes to selecting and properly fitting the device perfect for your unique situation. With medically based audiologists you will receive comprehensive care to ensure the most appropriate hearing aids are fitted properly and continue to function as they should.